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Indonesian
Bill seeks
to limit
political
dynasties
Zakir Hussain
Indonesia Correspondent
In Jakarta
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Indonesia’s Y. Indra Wahyu is the grand regional prize winner for his work,
School Hymns, depicting a school choir singing.

Teen’s
dynamic
self-portrait
wins UOB
art contest
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Hwa Chong Institution’s Esmond Loh with his winning work Just Let Me Sleep, a self-portrait inspired by the stress of
school life. Although it is still stressful, he says, he is coping well these days.

Esmond Loh wanted
to show how stressful
it is to move from
secondary school to JC

amateur artists in Singapore.
Chief judge Choo Thiam Siew,
61, president of the Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts, praised Esmond’s
work, saying its concept of an exhausting, high-pressure life resonates with urban dwellers in a city
like Singapore, and the execution
Huang Lijie
of the painting was skilful.
He added: “The artist produced
A self-portrait of a teenager in tur- a powerful painting that is real,
moil is this year’s United Overseas raw, experimental, fluid and yet
Bank (UOB) Painting Of The Year.
truthful.”
The oil and acrylic work by Hwa
Esmond, however, was so
Chong Institution student Es- stunned when a UOB staff memmond Loh, 17, done for a school as- ber called with the news of his win
signment, beat more than 500 en- last week that his legs gave way
tries to win the $30,000 prize.
and he sank to the floor to “let it
It is the third time in the sink in”.
31-year history of the contest that
“I didn’t expect to win because
it has gone to somethe piece was an exone 18 or younger.
periment. It was my
In his self-portrait,
first time using oil
Surprise
uninhibited, dynampaint and a more
ic brush strokes
“I didn’t expect to
spontaneous way of
render Esmond’s fawin because the
painting,” he said. He
cial features a blur but
started on it in late
piece was an
reveal his tumultuous
April and took about
experiment.
state of mind.
three weeks to comIt was my first time
He said that it was using oil paint and a plete the work.
inspired by his painHe added that his
more spontaneous
ful transition from
family
members,
way
of
painting.”
secondary school at
none of whom share
Esmond
Loh,
on
St Joseph’s Institution
his artistic interest,
Just Let Me Sleep
to junior college level
were equally surat Hwa Chong Instituprised.
tion.
“They know that I am talented
“Life in junior college is stress- but they didn’t expect me to win
ful, competitive and tiring and I such a big prize,” said the son of a
wanted to unleash all those emo- science researcher and insurance
tions in my painting,” the Art Elec- executive. He has a younger brothtive student told The Sunday er aged 15.
He said that the award would
Times at the award ceremony yesencourage and motivate him to
terday.
continue developing his art and
He called it Just Let Me Sleep.
He received the cash award and perhaps pursue it as a career.
As for school life, he said that
a trophy from Dr Yaacob Ibrahim,
the Minister for Information, Com- though it is still stressful, he is copmunications and the Arts at the ing well.
The competition is also held in
ceremony held at the Singapore
Malaysia,
Indonesia and Thailand
Art Museum. Esmond said he will
and among the Painting Of The
save the money for his tertiary eduYear winners from the four councation.
tries, Indonesia’s Y. Indra Wahyu,
Though he had a gift for draw- 35, took the grand regional prize.
ing as a child, it was when he was He won a cash award of $5,000 for
picked for an art talent develop- his work, School Hymns, depicting
ment programme in secondary a school choir singing.
school that he began painting in
The award-winning pieces will
earnest.
be exhibited at the museum until
This is his first time participat- Aug 1.
ing in the UOB competition,
which is open to professional and
lijie@sph.com.sg
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Two young
winners
choose
art for life
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Above left: Faith, by Mr Imrom Yunu (left), the
competition’s regional winner from Thailand.
Above: Most Promising Young Artist Sherilyn
Shaan Veera, 16, with her painting Alone And
Unwanted.
Below: Mr Alvin Ong with his painting Still
Life, which made him one of the winners of
the Highly Commended Award.

Esmond Loh is the third winner of
the UOB Painting of the Year who
is 18 years old or under. The Sunday Times catches up with the previous young winners.
MR ALVIN ONG, 23
Then: A 16-year-old art student at
National Junior College who won
the award in 2005 with his surrealistic painting The Window.
Now: A full-time artist and a winner of the Highly Commended
Award in this year’s UOB Painting
of the Year competition.
He was halfway through a bachelor’s degree in architecture at the
National University of Singapore
when he quit in January to
become a full-time artist.
He has no regrets. He said: “I enjoy design but after studying architecture, I decided that what I really
wanted to do was fine arts.”
Winning the UOB prize gave
him the confidence to make the
switch. He has been painting commissioned works such as portraits
and is thinking about pursuing a
fine arts education in Britain.

MISS BAI TIAN YUAN, 20
Then: An 18-year-old art student
at Raffles Institution who won the
award in 2010 with a self-portrait
titled What.
Now: She will start a bachelor’s degree in fine arts at New York City’s
Pratt Institute next month on a
National Arts Council scholarship.
Until she won the UOB Painting of the Year in 2010, she was
not sure what she wanted to do

with her life. But a month-long
arts residency at the Fukuoka Asian
Art Museum in Japan, which came
with her win, exposed her to the
art world and sealed her decision
to pursue a career in the arts.
“Art used to be a subject I studied in school but after my experience at the museum in December
2010, it became a part of my life,”
she said.
Huang Lijie

A new Bill before Indonesia’s Parliament seeks to crimp the recent
growth of local political dynasties
that has alarmed many.
If it is passed, spouses, siblings,
children, grandchildren and
in-laws of incumbent politicians
can no longer contest positions
that their relatives are vacating.
They will have to wait out a
five-year term if they wish to run
for the post.
A candidate for regent, mayor or
their deputies also cannot be directly related to the incumbent governor.
The proposals come amid growing concern that a number of Indonesia’s 560 regencies and cities
have been operating like fiefdoms
controlled by major local families
over the past decade, as the country
embarked on a decentralisation
drive. It held direct elections for the
governors of 33 provinces, as well
as regents and mayors, who lead
smaller districts.
The proposals have also won
wide support from MPs across all
parties, and the Home Affairs Ministry is confident that the revisions to
the law on elections for district
heads will be passed by December.
“Our democracy cannot allow a
situation where elected positions
pass from father to son, or from husband to wife,” the ministry’s spokesman Reydonnyzar Moenek told
The Sunday Times. “Every citizen
has the same right to be elected,
but what we’re seeing is the formation of new oligarchies that in effect prevent others from having a
fair chance of being voted in.”
Home Affairs Minister Gamawan Fauzi said the regulation
aimed to ensure the playing field remained fair and level, and prevent
political and financial resources
from being entrenched in the
hands of a few.
For consistency, Parliament is also looking to apply the rules to a
separate law governing presidential
elections, to bar the relatives of the
president or vice-president from
standing for election without waiting for five years. This would stymie any attempt by President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono’s wife, Mrs
Ani Yudhoyono, to run for the
2014 election.
A chief concern is that incumbents can mobilise local administration funds and resources to secure
wins for their relatives, with the
prospect of further enrichment.
Several districts have seen major
families entrench their interests. In
Banten, west of Jakarta, Governor
Ratu Atut Chosiyah has at least
eight relatives in office, while
South Sulawesi Governor Syahrul
Yasin Limpo has four.
They have come under fire from
the local media, but Ms Atut told
Tempo magazine that only the people profit from this. “Coordination
and communication between the
areas flow better because there is
some emotional link.”
Regents have also anointed their
wives or children to take over from
them, and in Kediri, East Java, outgoing regent Sutrisno’s two wives
contested the three-way race for
the position in 2010. The first wife
Haryanti won.
Makassar’s Fajar daily reported
last month that at least one mayor’s son and two regents’ children
who are planning to run in local
elections in South Sulawesi next
year will have their plans thwarted
as a result of the Bill.
The proposed law is also likely
to be challenged in the constitutional court, but the court’s former
chief, constitutional law professor
Jimly Asshiddiqie, is confident it
will be upheld.
“It’s a good law. Its function is to
educate and reinforce ethical
norms that ensure there is no conflict of interest,” he told The Sunday Times, although he admitted
that opponents could argue that it
violates every citizen’s right to
stand for office.
Prof Asshiddiqie pointed out,
though, that incumbents’ relatives
with political ambitions are only
temporarily disadvantaged, and for
a valid reason.
“(They) only have to wait five
years,” he added. “Without rules
like these, unhealthy political traditions will corrupt modern institutions that Indonesia needs to build
up for its democracy to effectively
serve the people.”
zakirh@sph.com.sg

